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The March
of
The People
by Carl Yorita
Apprehension. You worry about violence
and people getting hurt when you're a medic.
Your white coat cruelly reminds you about
responsibility as it conspiculously marks you
apart from the rest of the milling marchers.
November 15. The Day of the March, the Year
of the People. At Rossi Playground, your colleagues and classmates have been milling
around since 10 a.m., making signs and trading small talk.
The anxiety slowly subsides as the sun
warms and the bright chatter of kids (of all
ages) flits through the air. Dr. Howard Levy,
M.D., former Captain in the U.S. Army Medical Corps, a man who listened to his conscience and refused to train Special Forces
troops, ascends the platform and speaks. Although sentenced to a term of two years in a
Federal penitentiary, Dr. Levy was freed on
bail. "We are here as health workers, not as
professionals," he reiterates, and soon one
forgets the white coat. The crowd is really getting big, people of all ages are pouring into
the little park, diluting the whitecoats.
Dr. Levy warns against the depersonalization of the profession, and states, "Medical
ethics are no defense for participation in war."
He jokes ("I couldn't be ah officer and a gentleman") and adds to the carnival air of the
gathering. A cold, refreshing breeze waves
the sea of placards, and some become restless
during Dr. Levy's speech v and wish to start
marching.
j
At 11:20 columns form and file out of the
A couple of kids run by. "Hey, where
P are you from?" I ask. A brown-haired little
with serious eyes answers, "From Santa
1
\ Monica. We flew up with our parents and
continued on page 4
\\
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On "The Need for Pay"
Editor:
In reading last week's editorial entitled
'The Need for Pay," I could not help but reflect on the somewhat misleading statements
made in that editorial. They were misleading
in the sense that the information offered was
hot an adequate basis upon which to evaluate
critically the sentiments professed by the
author; in the sense that the information was
incomplete.

..

It is (correct that there are predecents for
stipends being offered to student leaders
offering their time to students activities
both on this campus and on other U.S. campuses (all other U.C. campus officers are receiving salaries).
Regarding the source,of these funds for the
stipends for this campus, (stipends being a
somewhat less offensive term than salary) the
statement was made that they "came from the
Chancellor's Office," and that "students have
no control over these funds." These statements should have been modified with additional specifics. It is correct that the funds
came from the Chancellor's Office, however,
these funds was via the
the initial source for
a,
incidental fee payments made by the students
on this campus.

This same incidental fee source is the one
from which allocations are made for the Student Housing Office. EOP Grants, EOP Office,
and the Student Health Service, and others.
An Incidental Fee Committee decides to what
use the money from the payment of incidental
fees will be put. Two of the members of this
committee are the ASUC President and the
ASUC Vice-President. At least two other students are also members of this committee.

>

.
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Immediately, from the above discussion
only, it can be seen that there are two points,
at least, which should be considered further.
One is that there appears to be a discrepancy
of statements. In one case, the issue ofStudent
Health Service budget cuts, there seemed to
have been student control over the decision
made; yet, in another case, that of salaries
for the ASUC Officers, it is stated that "students have no control over these" funds."
Both of the decisions made with respect to the
above issues were made by the identical membership of the Incidental Fee Committee. The
other point to consider is whether or not conflict of interests exists when students who will
receive the benefits from stipends directly
act in order to provide for these stipends.
This particular point is made not only in reference to decision arrived at by the student
membership of the Incidental Fee Committee,
but also to a relatively recent action (the last
meeting) by the ASUC Assembly, composed
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To be considered for publication, Letters
to the Editor must be typewritten, reason

of ASUC Officers, Commissioners and Commission members. At this meeting, regardless
of how the issue was presented to the Assembly, a vote was taken by the voting members of the Assembly on the issue of instituting
stipends-salaries and the question passed by
an overwhelming majority. The students who
voted were themselves to be the recipients of
the stipends.
Let me clarify that I am not opposed to
student officers receiving salaries.
is
definitely need for compensating these officers receiving salaries. There is definitely
need for compensating these officers for their
time and responsibility. However, I do question the propriety of a body or individuals
voting themselves money, as it were. Properly, though the process is cumbersome, the
student body itself could have approved the
granting of salaries to their officers. Once
again, let me emphasize that student officers
should receive compensation. The manner in
which it seems to have been done on this campus is open to question.
In order to dispel misunderstanding regarding my purpose in writing this letter, I want
to assure those concerned that it is not my
intent to block effective functioning of the
ASUC government on this campus. Though I
definitely disagree with .some of the methods
by which the ASUC attempts to achieve its
goal, that.is, some of its actions, I feel that
vigorous leadership is needed in order to
achieve ends. The vigorous leadership we certainly have at the present. As we observe the
development of the new form of ASUC government at UCMC, I would encourage critical
analysis by the student body of statements
made and actions taken by that government.
Ben Stolpa
President
Associated Dental Students

The total membership of the committee is
nine. In a recent conversation with DeanlSwen.son, Dean of Students, he voiced the opinion
that the student voice on this committee is
"dominant." Furthermore, decisions arrived
at by the committee are carried by consensus,
in an informal manner, and the committee's
recommendations to the Chancellor are "almost automatically" approved.
In addition, about a month ago, in discussing the Student Health Service issue, the
statement was made by the ASUC President
that ".
as one member of (The Incidental
Fee Committee) I feel that the decision which
was made was an essential one, and vital to
several key programs on this campus." To me,
even as a casual reader, that statement would
imply that there is indeed some student control over the funds in question.
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Means of Interfering
the Autonomic NerSystem. Seminar. KenL. Melmon. M.D.,
Chief and Director Clin.
Pharmacology, UCSF. M-989
Dept. Of Pharmacology.
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Role of the Blackman

in Jazz
Dancing. Dance Demonstration. Les .Williams. 12
noon. M.U. Gym
Committee on Arts and Lectures.
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What criteria are there for appropriateness? Dr. Chauney
D. Leake. 12 noon. Informal Discussion on Philosophy. Toland Hall. U.C.
Hospital: Coffee and cookies.

Virgin Spring, Film. 7:30 p.m..
Med. Sci. Aud. Students 50c,
General Admission. 75c
Friday Night Film Series.

—

Dan Siegel acquitted

Dan Siegel, elected president of ASUC, Berkeley,
last spring was acquitted last
Tuesday, Nov. 18 by a Berkeley Municipal court jury
of a misdemeanor charge of
inciting to riot.
Before returning the verdict at 11:32 p.m., a panel of
five men and seven women
deliberated five hours. The
jury heard testimony for two
and a half weeks.
Siegel, a 23-year-old third
year Boalt Hall law student,
was accused of inciting a
crowd of 2,000 to leave the
UC campus for the People's

Park
confrontation with
police last May 15.
Siegel's status as ASUC
president is still being disputed. Because of the speech
on Sproul Hall steps, Siegel
was found guilty of "conduct
unbecoming a student" by
the U.C. Committee on Student Conduct.
The committee recommended that Siegel be placed
on disciplinary probation
and not be able to participate in student activities,
specifically that he not take
office as student body president.

ASUC booksale
For the past two months,
the ASUC has been conducting a used booksale. There
are still some books left in
the ASUC office in room 249Millberry Union. Due to lack
of space, we must ask those
students who have left their
books there to please come
and pick them up. The ASUC
office will be open this week
from 9-5, Monday through
Friday.

•
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ASUC Assembly meeting
The second ASUC Assembly meeting was
held November 4 in Millberry Union. The
meeting lasted two hours and the first reports
of the new government activities were presented. Because the ASUC is now a "task
oriented" body, it is imperative that the campus remains informed of the various projects
and actions of the Assembly. Campus interaction and involvement will be the most influential force in shaping and directing the
actions of the Assembly.
Because campus involvement is crucial, an
attempt will be made to present a synopsis
of the assembly meetings and review of the
actions of the commissions. The Assembly
meeting is essentially two meetings in one.
First are the reports of the commissions and
the executive actions. Following those, the
Assembly acts on issues of campus-wide in-

terest.

by Dennis Spain, Vice President
The A.S.U.C.

the production of the recent Strugglers Banjo
Party, is attempting to produce a student
directory for the entire school. This commission is also providing the much needed student input into„the speakers films, and noon
programs produced by the Chancellor's Committee on Arts and Lectures. The committee
was re-organized recently by Chancellor Lee
to include members of the Commission as vot■"
ing members.
Academic Senate

Salaries
First was the appointment of the monies
made available by the Chancellor's office for
salaries for the ASUC .offices.- The total
amount available was $7200. It was divided
.& for the lUSAC President, for the Vice
President, A to be divided between the commission chairmen, and V* to be divided among
the commissioners. An amendment was added
by Sandy Mareck (President, school of Nursing) which provided for the reporting of tbe
time, work, and energy evolved with each
salaried position to be reported back to the
assembly and to the student body. The vote
was twenty in favor, one opposed, and three
abstainers.

.

Commission on Academic Senate and
RegentaL Affairs, (Chairman, Bob Vestal,
Medicine III) reported the advances made
with integration of students into the functioning units of the Academic Senate. A more de-.
tailed report of activities was presented in last
week's SYNAPSE:

Millberry Union

Curriculum & Teacher Evaluation
Internal Affairs

The commission on Internal Affairs, (Chairman, Chuck Payton, Medicine III) is currently
investigating the problems associated with
Student Health including an effort to regain
the services that were lost by Chancellor's
action last summer. Also this commission is
involved with a campus-wide review of the
total clinic situation and the inherent problems of clinic services (racial and economic
inequalities, inefficiency and impersonal patient contact).
Student Affairs
The Commission on Student Affairs (Chairman, Bill Gerber, Medicine III) has placed
members on several of the Chancellor's
special advisory committees, (Financial Aid,
Police, Educational Opportunity Program,
etc.). Also, a campus-wide student judicial
council to review student discipline problems
has been formed and is presently working on
its first case. There are also plans for a Day
Care center for children ofboth students and
employees.

The Commission on Curriculum & Teacher
Evaluation (Chairman, Larry Kline, Pharmacy III) reported progress on campus wide
criteria for teacher evaluation embodying the
programs of the individual school's teacher
evaluation efforts. Also plans were discussed
for possible production of Phi-Bate notes on
this campus.

Moratorium

Publications

A publication Commission (Chairman, Bob
Brewer, Dentistry III) continues to publish
the weekly SYNAPSE. They are considering
the possibility of producing a year book, dependent upon student response.
President's Report
The President's report centered around the
delayirig tactics of the tuition battle. Tuition
seems to be an inevitability at this point. The
only debatable point is when it will become a
reality. The fight against tuition has been the
primary activity of the executive during the
last several weeks and these activities perhaps will delay tuition for at least one year.
Section II

Inter-School
The Commission on Interschool Affairs
(chairman, Phil Canady, Pharmacy II) after

The next action directed the ASUC executives to conduct an open meeting and prepare
a referendum which would provide discussion
and direction to the problem of Millberry
Union governance and policies'. The vote on!
this action was twenty-three in favor and one
abstaining.

The next section of the meeting was devoted to issues requiring assembly action.

U.C.M.C. Clinic continued from p.6
this proposal as regards ward
7. First and second year
interns should be worked out
residents
could work either
of
the
insatisfaction
to the
1) in specialty clinics under
terns.
the direction offellows or facenrolled
in ulty members, or 2) as super6. Each patient
should
be
visors to the nurse-practiMedical
Clinic
the
assigned to a primary care tioners. Because of their
team. The team would prob- short stay at UCMC (4
ably consist of a nurse-prac- months) they cannot be prititioner, students, interns mary providers.
and faculty member. One
8. Consideration should be
team member would be the
for
each
to paying part-time
given
primary provider
physicians to work
case
of
the
private
the
patient; in
alongside
faculty members
simrelatively
with
patients
ple problems, as well-con- on primary care teams. This
trolled hypertension, CHF, would increase the number
and serve
chronic lung disease, etc. of available doctors education
continuing
a
nurse-practitioner
the
could be the primary pro- function.
vider; in the case of follow9. The objectives of the
up patients from a ward the
room, and its reemergency
be
the
priwould
intern
Clinic, should be
to
the
mary provider; in other cases lation
studied;
a drop-in
perhaps
would
the primary provider
clinic is
night
member.
clinic
and/or
faculty
be the
Students would take part needed.
in working up cases, but
10. The conversion of the
would never play the role of
Clinic
into a pre-paid medical
they
unless
primary provider
an
should be studied,
for
care
plan
the
team
on
remained
entire year. A significant with p.'tisnts, students and
importion of primary care house officers included
decisionthe
in
facmediately
by
would be provided
making process.
ulty physicians.

meetings-The second meeting of the
Associated Student Body's
Commission on Community
Health will be held on Tuesday, November 25th from 5-6:30 p.m. in the Millberry
Union Women's Lounge. This
meeting is extremely important because we will be establishing the guidelines for
the commission' (1) how students can use the commission
to establish community based
projects; (2) the criteria that
run, community
student
based projects must meet in
order to be sponsored and/
or funded by the commission;
(3) who will be making the
decisions about the development of student projects;
and (4) what the needs and
desires of the students on
this campus actually are in
the area of community health
involvement and what the
functions of the commission
would be in order to meet
these needs. It is this meeting that will determine the
structure and the direction
of the commission. It will be

-

-

The final action involved the November
15th Moratorium. The assembly voted unanimously "to encourage and support the November 15th march for peace by encouraging the
student body of this campus to participate in
this march."
;
This concluded the November 4th ASUC
Assembly meeting.
The purpose of this report is two-fold: First,
it is intended to report the actions of the
ASUC to the general campus community. A
second and perhaps more important aspect
is that it is hoped that members of the campus
community will attend the assembly meetings and participate in the various projects
sponsored by the ASUC.
The assembly meetings are held the first
Tuesday of every month. They are open meetings and all interested individuals are encouraged to attend and participate. The next
ASUC Assembly meeting will be December 2
at 7:00 p.m. in the Board of Governor's room,
Millberry Union.

meetings—- meetings

an open meeting, and the
more people-students and
faculty-that are involved in
the discussion, the better,
since a wide range of ideas
and opinions will enable the
commission to relate more
fully to a broader range of
needs and as a result give it a
stronger foundation.

amendments is the removal
of the "no strike" clause from
"the C.S.E.A. Constitution.
All C.S.E.A. members on
campus are urged to attend
this informative meeting and
all interested individuals in
the campus community are
invited to attend.

It's Time To Organize!

A general meeting of the
C.S.E.A. Chapter No. 50 membership has been called for
December 2, 1969 at 5:15,
Toland Hall. The meeting is
for the purpose of discussing
proposed amendments to the
California State Employees'
Constitution that were adopt*
Ed at the 39th General Council of the California State Employees' Association at Sacramento in October.
These proposed amendments are being submitted
to all chapters ofC.S.E.A. for
ratification. The most controversial of the proposed

In the past five years,
house staff salaries throughout the country have more
than doubled. During the
same period, the salaries and
grant-stipends of Fellows
have virtually stood still.
We propose an organization to represent ALL
U.C.M.C. Fellows, regardless
of their source ofpay.
There will be an organizational meeting to discuss bargaining demands and tactics
on Tuesday, November 25,
1969 in Room 1364-S (Medical Sciences Bldg.), U.C.M.C.
at 5 p.m.
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cousins." The enormous centipede of people winds its way around and joins its brother
on Geary. You look up and down Geary, and
street is packed with people, further than
you can see standing on tiptoe. Being directly
in the March hits you with several revelations.
You forget completely about being a health
professional or any kind of a specialized
human being. The sea of" "ordinary people"
swallows the health professionals, and there
is no differentiation with respect to occupation orrace. This equality endows a solidarity,
a familiarity among the marchers. We are all
here for the same purpose, and all carry our
crosses of conscience.
Spectrum Of Views

A spectrum of political views are represented in the placards, from moderate to far left,
from. "Peace" through Jesus" to "F-ck Spiro."
Enroute, you encounter Viet Cong flags, pictures of Ho Chi Minh, "Victory to the NLF"
signs, but most of the posters^are- of the "No
More War," "No More Dead," and "Destroy
the Draft," type. "Several of them display considerable wit. One sign reads: "Since I Didn't
Vote for The War, I Want to ReturnTT." Another, emblazoned on a red pentagon, reads
simply, "STOP."
Mosf! of the marchers are "young people,"
but there are many "adults," a considerable
number of, children and a scattering of baby
carriages. Several grandmothers with grandchildren are present, and occasionally you
catch a glimpse of a UCSFMC faculty member,
decked out in white coat. At several points
along the march, some one starts to chant,
"What do you want'?" The marchers reply.
"Peace!" "When do you want it." he asks.
"Now!" yell the marchers. The storm of
voices rises from the ocean of people, and
glimpses of posters with figures of battle
casualties brutally remind you of the senseless, futile slaughter. There is no violence.
no chaos, and it is a grim carnival, a funeral
.for those who suffer and those who have died.
The people march quietly, with determination
deeply disturbed and are
committed/in; their demonstration of opposiv-tion.

Wisconsin; I was a elated and amazed at the
spirit and at the number of college students
who volunteered to work for "Clean Gene."
I thought we would all wither and die after
that defeat, but this march demonstrated the
perserverance, the immortal quality of conscience. We cannot ignore our crosses, and
its forge is perhaps as great as that oflove.
Along the route there are light spots. Someone in a second-story window is manipulating
a big teddy bear behind a "Peace" sign.„The'
teddy bear dances and waves, flashes the
"Victory" hand sign, and we below laugh and
cheer. When we turn off Geary, an elderly
lady opens her third-story window and waves
to us. She produces a ukulele and begins to
serenade us with "My Yellow Ginger Lei."
The marchers wave to her, and someone yells
"Mahalo!" (Hawaiian for "Thank you."( People on housetops, peering out of windows,
people opening their homes to weary marchers. An elderly man running around with a
shirt reading: "Dirty Old Man" brings a lot of
laughs as he hugs a girl and says, "Get ready,
girls!"
The Whole World Is Here

.

,

Signs reading "Hastings Law" and "Stanford Med"'' parade by. Several students from
USC Medical School pass by, floating in the
crowd, along with representatives from numerous educational institutions. You think the
whole world is here, or an important part of
it, anyway.

(
Vbeeause

Somber Carnival
You are always reminded of the sickness
of war by the placards, the expressions of
some of the marchers, and this makes the
nival somber. I campaigned for McCarthy inj

car-.

The March
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Upon entering Golden Gate Park, you find
the entranceway jammed with people filing
in toward the Polo Field. A sign propped upon
the ground reads: "Why Should Your Son Die
for Gen. Ky?" Well, do I know the cruelty of
the Asian psychology, and too well do I know
that the countless dead, the innumerable
wounded and homeless, the burnt land, mean
nothing or are only targets of contempt for
the handful ofrich and powerful of Saigon.
A motorcycle ahead is parked next to a
tree, and supports a poster covered with color
photos (somehow color is always a vivid) of
Vietnamese children wounded and burned by
the war. You're reminded of all the bombs this
nation dropped, and you imagine "what it
would be like to be burned in the jflngle, hundreds of miles from the nearest, crudest form
of medical aid, and you get sick. 1 saw a Vietnamese child once in the Shriner's Hospital
in Honolulu. I've forgotten her name, but it is
the picture of a child, totally immobilized in
gauze, burned horribly by American phosphorous, that I cannot forget.
Dreamy, Surrealistic Effect

The ocean of people roars in the confines of
the polo field. Marchers are constantly enter-/
ing the arena in streams, and you wonder if
the field will be able to contain everyone. A
chill wind carrying pattering rain sweeps
down from the gray, misty skies which lend a
dreamy, surrealistic effect to the whole gathering.. Long, long ago the white coats of the
health professionals have disappeared, have
been swallowed by the sea of the people.
From the side of the field, that is all you can
see: people.

Suddenly, from the center of the huge field,
hundreds of colored plastic discs are tossed
and re-tossed into the air. Against the background of "Aquarius" being sung by members
"Hair," the distant confetti of discs reminds
you that in the midst of the funeral, life is
very beautiful.
,

"Nixon's The One"
Reverend Ralph Abernathy ,'Director of the*
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
rises to deliver a brilliant, eloquent.speech!
With his statement, "You and I must move
Richard Milhouse Nixon," the President becomes the focal point of the entire day's efforts. "When he (Nixon) was running for
President," Rev. Abernathy poses several
rhetorical questions, all Of which are answered by the campaign slogan: "Today, who is
going against the current ofhistory and social
change? Who is keeping both black and white
men together in the foxholes and trenches of *
Vietnam, and black and white kids apart in
Mississippi? Who 4s intimidating the young
men of America with the military draft?"
Rev. Abernathy mirrors your recollection
of those films, photos and descriptions you
want to forget by saying, '.'When are the countless villages which have been plundered, the
burned ricefields, going to be restored?" Concerning the question of "Vietnamization," he
comments: "Vietnamization is trick talk from
Tricky Dick!"
Continuing, he states, "The Vietnam wan is
a sympton of international militarism, racism,
imperialism and a capitalism that makes the
rich richer and the poor poorer
We must
not rest until every American is brought home
from Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand
No citizen should be denied freedom because of his color, sex, and length ofhair."

.

...

Wayne Morse,
former Oregon senator

.

"Let There Be Peace"
Rev. Abernathy leads us in chanting "Let
there be peace" towards the end of his address, and closes by saying, "We must keep
marching and demonstrating until we can
all live together as brothers in this country."
Amen.
It's time to go home. The wind is really
strong and cold now. You realize that you're
not alone in your feelings about the war, and
you hope that today you did something. Do
something and keep on doing it. And don't despair, because despair will destroy meaningful
action. § g

•

mn*autS

of The People
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THEU.C.M.C.
MEDICAL CLINIC
By Thomas Bodenheimer,
M.D. Assistant Resident in

Medicine
Membe:s of the house staff
have been concerned for
some time about the quality
of,patient care and the value
of the educational experience
available in the out-patient
clinics and emergency room
of the medical center.
Because of the urgency
presented by the need for extensive planning in connection with the new clinics
building, we have taken the
initiative to communicate on
these matters.
Americans have recently
been hearing a great- deal of
verbalization Concerning the
need for comprehensive, high
quality, accessible health
care for all people. Little action has accompanied this
rhetoric. Progressive medical
schools are now beginning to
enter the social arena, particularly by sponsoring -projects in primary ambulatory
care in core city areas.

,

,

Fragmented Care
Yet, within the walls of
these very universities, fragmented care, not of superior
quality, is being practiced
every day. If the medical
school is to contribute to a
solution of the ambulatory
care problem, it must begin
with major reform of its own
facilities.
The Medical Clinic at UC
MC is run entirely by house
officers; medical interns and
residents bear responsibility
for providing primary care to
a certain population. Yet
these house officers are voicing feelings of deep dissatisfaction with the Clinic.
In an attempt to gather together these feelings, a short
questionnaire was prepared,

Wn A]R| ■

them for one or two years,
rather than seeing many different patients with few conk tacts per patient. Yet 94 per
cent feel that the latter situprevails in Medical
■ ation
' Clinic.
6. Whereas only 9 percent
and was answered by 100 per would discontinue the entire
cent of the medical intern medical clinic rotatiqn, 48
and resident staff serving in percent wish to care only for
the Clinic during July-Octo- follow-up patients from the
ber, 1969. In addition, a numwards, with no new patients.
ber ofMedical Clinic patients This latter desire is especialwere questioned about their ly strong among interns —
feelings-toward continuity of 92 percent prefer this option.
care at the Clinic, and a few
7. 76 percent of the house
charts were reviewed regard- officers responded to quesing this question. The results tion- 7, volunteering comof these efforts are.presented ments on the Medical Clinic
here, followed by some pro- rotation. Some of the prominposals for changes in the ent ideas expressed were:
Clinic.
-No clinic for interns on
I. The house officer questiontheir ward admitting day.
naire
the significant results are
-House officers should only
as follows:
see patients oh a long-term
1. 58% of the house staff basis.
positively dislike the Medical
Clinic. 90 percent dislike or
-X-ray and laboratory fafeels ambivalent toward the cilities are difficult to use,
and result in much inconClinic.
2. 32 percent feels that the venience for patient and docMedical Clinic is not a valu- tor.
able learning experience.
78 percent feel that the learn-Patients in the clinic are
ing value is too small to justi- not interesting.
fy the time spent. Only 22 per
cent find the Medical Clinic
-There should be more coto be a worthwhile experi- ordination between emerence.
gency room and clinic.
3. 90 percent feel that their
presence in the Medical Clin-There should be a peric is less important then an manent clinic staff, and there
urgent matter which might must be a faculty attending
come up on the ward. (It is staff in the clinic.
not uncommon for an intern
to arrive at the Clinic 1-3
-It must be decided which
hours late; not because he is population the clinic wishes
irresponsible, but due to his to serve.
inability to be at two important places at one time.)
Summary; Dissatisfaction
4. 74 percent of house of- with the Medical Clinic is exficers find the Medical Clinic tremely widespread. Only
poor in terms of establishing 10 percent enjoy the Clinic,
a meaningful doctor-patient and only 20 percent feel it is
relationship. 26 percent feel worthwhile. 94 percent want
that the patient is not de- to follow fewer patients for a
cently treated as a person. longer duration of time, but
Only 13 percent feel that feel unable to do so because
medical care is objectively of the structure ofthe Clinic.
poor.
11. Preliminary information
5. 94 percent of house ofconcerning continuity of
ficers would prefer to see
care
fewer patients and to follow
The charts of 33 consecu-
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five Medical Clinic patients B. Responsibility
If an institution gives a
whom I saw during a one
week period in September, patient a medical appointment, that institution has the
1969, were reviewed to determine the average number of responsibility to provide a
Medical Center doctors seen doctor to see the patient at
by the patients per year. The the appointed time. This stateresult: The average patient ment may appear absurdly
3.3 doctors per year in trite; yet the UCMC Medical'
the Medical' Clinic (the range Clinic* is an irresponsible
was from 1.3 to 6 doctors per institution by that simple
criterion.
year).
officers who
This does not include the
The
v
numerous doctors seen in provide care at the Medical
other clinics. In my three Clinic feel that their primonths of experience in the mary responsibility is toward
Medical Clinic, at least onepatients, and not to the Clinic
half the patient appointments at all. UCMC has created a
I have had were with patients situation whereby the doctor
whom I will never see a sec- is not primarily responsible
ond time. The time schedto'see his clinic patients. This
uled for such visits is 30 minis the fault not of the house
utes, many patients have officers, but of the schedule
multiple complex problems, into which they are placed.
and it is impossible to give
■»
such patients competent
C. Accessibility
care.
Medical care is accessible
One patient, for example, to a patient if there is a vishad obesity, xliabetes with ible point of entry into the
neuropathy, osteoarthritis medical care system, and if
with acute back pain, and polcertain barriers, such as lack
ycythemia vera; she has seen of money, distance to travel,
and socio-cultural differeII doctors in 4 years in Medical Clinic, and also attends ences, are absent. We will not
Diabetic, Surgical, Orthoconsider these barriers here
pedic, and Hemotology Clin(though they are of critical
importance to the UCMC
ics, where many more docClinic), but will speak only of
tors have seen her.
Another patient has severe the single entry point.
Several UCMC patients
hypertension, but has not had
his blood pressure controlled have expressed great anxiety
because no doctor sees him at having no one to call or to
long enough to initiate the see in case ofan acute illness.
potent medications indicated; To these patients, medical
he has seen 7 doctors in 18 care is poorly accessible bemonths. A third typical pacause they have no visible
tient carries eight diagnoses; point of entry into the mediI was her 13th doctor in 3 cal c,are process. A primary
years. Another equally comprovider of care, following
plex patient saw 7 different each patient for an ample
doctors on 7 consecutive period of time, would relieve
clinic visits.
this problem and improve acI have informally asked at cessibility.
least 50 patients how they
fecK about seeing so many
doctors; the reply was" alD. Quality of care
most unanimously negative,
Quality of care is far more
though with varying degrees dependent on the capacity of
of vehemence. Some exeach individual doctor than
pressed great hostility toon any general principles of
ward the Clinic. No formal delivering care. However, it
interviews regarding patient is widely believed that one
attitudes were attempted.
principle does serve to imSummary: a small sample prove quality; the doctor's
of patients showed the total constant supervision by, and
lack of continuity of care and communication with, his
demonstrated patient recolleagues.
sentment toward this feature
The practice of medical
ofthe Medical Clinic.
care which consists of nothing but a doctor and a pa111. Principles of ambulatory tient in a tiny cubicle cannot
care in relation to the UCMC be of consistent high quality.
Clinic.
This holds particularly true
A. Comprehensiveness
when the doctor is an intern
inComprehensiveness
who may have never before
cludes two elements: 1) acmanaged ambulatory patcessibility to a full range of tients.
health services (all medical
Yet even in the UCMC
fields and specialties, preMedical Clinic
intimately
ventive services, dental and associated with a major
'eye care, and Pharmacy), and teaching facility — inex.2) continuity ofcare by which perienced house officers care
all these services are brought for patients in an intellectual
to bear on the patient in an vacuum. Doctor and patient
orderly fashion — generally meet and part hastily, often
through a primary provider with little benefit for either.
of care (equivalent to the It is abundantly clear that
personal or family doctor).
supervision of the medical
Continuity implies contact care process is necessary
with the primary provider both to improve the quality
for a certain duration of time; of care and to transform the
one year is an absolute miniMedical Clinic into an instimum duration. For the typitution oflearning.
cal chronic disease patient,
continuity should imply one IV. Proposals for the new
primary provider for at least
UCMC Clinic
3-5 years. The UCMC Clinic
Many people at the Medifulfills the first element of cal Center, including the
comprehensiveness — deliv- Division of Ambulatory
and
ery of broad range of "serv- ICommunity Medicine, are
ices; but — as we have seen presently developing ideas
above — the Clinic has for improving the
Medical
failed to provide continuity. ( Clinic. The following
pro-
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posals are suggested as an
efby
July 1, 1970; more far-reaching and long-range plans,
which might come from
others at the Medical Center,
are welcome.
Before listing the major
proposals, it must be made
that ' fundamental
clear
changes are required. The
following minor revisions
would be of assistance as
stop-gap measures, but by
themselves are unacceptable
as a final solution to the Medical Center problem^
Promising interns help on
the ward during their Clinic'
afternoon in exchange for the
interns' dedicating themselves solely to the Clinic on
that afternoon:
- Markedly improving access to rapid laboratory ana
X-ray facilities:
- At once cease the practice
of patients paying for studies
before the studies are carried

absolute minimum, to be
fected' as far as possible

.

for your

—

4. Primary care providers
must work in the Medical
Clinic continuously
least one year.

for at

5. All persons working in
the medical Clinic must have
their sole responsibility — on
their clinic day — to be in the
Clinic. The implementation of
continued on p. 3
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by Kathy Bramwell
After climbing three
flights of stairs in an incredibly frightening and eerie
apartment house on Geary
Street, my photographer and
I came into a huge studio
complete with sky lights and
Antony Fabert. This was certainly an unexpected surprise, since we did not know
what to expect after what we
had encountered earlier.
Tony's photographs, which
he took while in the Antarctic,
are now on exhibit in the
Millberry Union.
He was born and raised in
Paris, France and came to
this country after spending
16 months at the South Pole.
He went on the expedition
not only to take pictures, but
also to be an electronic engineer and a physicist.
When asked about the cold
temperatures he lived in for
so long, Tony said, "It wasn't
all that cold. You get in the
habit-of the cold very fast because it's a dry cold. You
also have to become independent even of the cold because
when the boat leaves you are
all alone with the other members of the expedition for 16
months." Tony's "Not very
cold" was — 35 degrees Centigrade and — 100 degrees
F.
The expedition Tony was
involved in was primarily an
observation expedition. Such
things as climate, the stars
and atmosphere, medicine
and human behavior were observed. "I always had wanted
to go on an expedition. Before leaving I was employed
with the factories in Paris.
Before leaving I had no interest in photography. I showed my work to several people
who suggested that I try the
Millberry Union and that is
how they came to be exhibited here,'.Jiesaid.
Although Tony spoke with
a French accent his English
was perfect and I was very
surprised when he told me
that he had just learned the
language in the past seven
months. Although he says he
cannot write in English, his
sentence structure and grams

,
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photo exhibit

out:
Placing a faculty consultant in the clinic each day:
- Eliminating the assistant
residents' two weeks on the
Clinic (because this rotation
produces a great lack of continuity ofcare.)
We now turn to the major
proposals. It will be noted
that change in the Medical
Clinic is not possible without
a reexamination of the Medical Clinic's relation to other
clinics.
1. A committee should be
formed to plan the new UC
MC Clinic. This. committee
would have as its initial task
the formation of objectives
for the Clinic. These objectives would particularly encompass such issues as:
Whom should the Clinic
serve
an urban population,
a wider referral area, or
both?
Should the Clinic provide
primary care, referral services to private physicians,
or both? Whom should be
taught in the Clinic — house
officers, students, nurses?
The committee must include
representatives from the patients, students, house officers, faculty, and administration.
2. The Clinic should be reorganized such that it has a
unified administration structure rather than each clinic
falling under its own department. The final policymaking body would include
patients, students and house
officers. Clearly each department would have a significant
voice in the determination
ofits own clinica' policies.
3. The Medical Clinic
should provide primary care
for all adult patients; other
clinics would see patients
chiefly on referral. In the
case ofreferrals from outside
primary physicians, direct
specialty clinic visits would
be possible.
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mar is absolutely flawless.
The twenty-four year old
photographer said that in a
few weeks he will offer his
work to the dc Young Museum for an exhibit. "If my
photography doesn't work
I can always go back to electronics," he mused.
"What I would really like
to do is free lance work for
the National Geographic. I
really like to travel because
everytime you go to a new
country you have a surprise
in store for you."
Tony's travels began when
he went to Antarctica. Before
-that he stayed in France except occasional trips to Germany. San Francisco is one
of the few locations in the
United States that Tony has
visited, however he said that
he liked it here so well that
he may even stay for awhile.
"I have no idea how long
I will be here. Maybe a few
years or just a few months."
"During the time I was
on the expedition I learned
from experiences. None of
us on the expedition realized
what was going to happen.
With these 27 men there
were bound to be difficulties.
People do not appear new
to you after 4 to 6 months. In
these close conditions one
finds all extremes.
"It was interesting to note
that there were thirteen production men along on the expedition and the rest were
there for scientific reasons
and that the main friction
during the months was between these two groups.
Something little would grow
into something very big. We
were all tired and in the middle of winter sometimes
things become dramatic. I
guess that no expedition is
witholit problems.
"You find all the things
you'd find in a large society
with only 27 men. I'd do it
again. I know now that it
would work, but I also know
expedition
another
that
would be quite different from
the first one. There are no
set programs for these expeditions. There is something
new each time," he concluded.
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U.C.A.I.R.
by UCAIR, Secretary-Treas.
Jesse Kahn

U.C.A.I.R. (University of
California Associati6n of Interns and Residents) was organized by interested and
concerned residents last May
•to further the interests of
the U.C. house staff. The details of the organization setup are we'll known, but briefly, all members of the house
staff are automatically members of U.C.A.I.R. and can
make their opinions known
to the Executive Committee
through their departmental
representatives.
The Executive Committee
meets twice monthly; the
house staff as a whole meets
quarterly unless an emergency session is called for. A set
of by-laws was "drawn up to
define U.C.A.I.R. and to provide legal guidelines for its
actions.
U.C.A.I.R. has come a long
way since its inception at the
tumultuous May'l general
meeting when ideas came hot
and heavy as to its future
course. Making salary raises
and vacation a primary goal,
UCAIR worked steadily towards 'achieving a $9250.00
salary base for interns with
$1000.00 yearly increments
for residents and four weeks
vacation. Tom Dolan, Ob-Gyn
resident, drew up a monumental document which argued persuasively, using convincing facts and figures, for
the acceptance of the UCAIR
package. There is no question
that this impressive document, distributed to the residents and administration,
had enormous influence.
In addition, Tom Dolan,
Mike Kaliner (UCAIR Vice
President and Medicine resident) and Phil Weinstein
(UCAIR president and nuero-
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Caution, ladies

surgery resident) were involved in intensive negotiations with Dean Cullen. Mike
Kaliner was busy "organizing
OUqH (Organization of U.C.
House Staffs) to present a
united front of house officers,
from all U.C. campuses to
confront the Regents and
Council of Deans with the
inequalities of-our position.
The pressure had swift results. There wasquick acceptance of the goal of a four
week vacation to be worked
out as possible in the individual departments wit chairmen in accordance, with"
board requirements.
.By September sth, Dean
Cullen replied to the Dolan
Document (officially titled
the Report-of the UCAIR
Economics Committee) with
an offer of $8000.00 for interns, $600 yearly increments
fox residents effective September 1, 1969, 40 free meals
per month, improvement in
the on-call midnite snack and
recommended the working
out within each department
of uniform working conditions for house staff. This
proposal was presented by
UCAIR representatives to
the house staff which voted
to accept it with the provision
that the goal of $9250.00 for
interns be sought for July,
1970. This was, in turn, put
into force by the administration, although Dean Cullen
has not yet been able to provide the free meals because
of pressure from President
Hitch. Thus, a united house
staff raised salaries by $2600
in one year and is moving to
bring U.C. into line with the
nation's pacesetters.
Beyond salaries and amenities, UCAIR has sought to
make the influence of the
house staff felt in other
areas. UCAIR's Curriculum
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Committee's chairman, Morris Schambelan, is working
with the faculty and students
to define the role ofthe house
officer in the new curriculum
so that the students will get
more out of their time on the
wards and the house officer
can have some direction in
his teaching.
UCAIR also is deeply involved in making the house
officer's point of view about
patient care and hospital services known to the administration so that our knowledge
about what it's really like on
the front line of medicine
can be put to good use for
the patient's benefit. Dr. Richard Dicus heads the UCAIR
Hospital Services Committee
which has already gathered
a large amount of material,
come up with constructive
criticism, and has offered its
findings to the administration.
Dr. Tom Bqdenheimer has
published, a questionnaire
presented to house officers
in the UC Medical Clirfic and
offered suggestions for a program designed to present supervised quality care with
continuity to patients. This is
an area UCAIR's Executive
Committee feels strongly
about.
UCAIR has also been active in insuring adequate
health facilities for house officers and their dependents.
It is attempting to increase
the administration's support
from $96.00 per house officer
(this includes a $20.00 raise
achieved through UCAIR's
efforts) to inclusion of full
converage of dependents.
UCAIR's Dr. Lou Nelson
made an exhaustive survey
of health insurance policies
before UCAIR agreed to the
present Blue Cross plan. Now,
house staff is eligible for U.C.

.I

staff health insurance plans
and Dr. Nelson is looking
into this. In addition he has
worked intensively with Dr.
Pavone, Dean of the UC Dental School to find a plSh for
dental care. This is still in
the works.
UCAIR is also working on
adequate parking facilities
(it has already achieved opening of the "A" lot to house
staff with "R" or "G" stickers during evenings and
nights), on call lounge facilities and improvement in
house staff education.
Finally, although UCAIR
must remain politically neu- *
tral, UCAIR's Executive Committee voted unanimously to
support the Moratorium Day
activities of October 15, allowing each house officer to
follow his own conscience
as to his activities for that
day.
So UCAIR has made long
strides in a short period of
time in making felt the
"silent majority" of house
staff on the UCMC campus
bringing much good in its
wake. It will continue-to
work hard for the house,
staff, patients and the community.

Typist needed

A typist is needed by the
Commission on Teacher and
Curriculum Evaluation to
type and ditto Fy Bates notes.
This job can be done on
one's
own schedule — could
i
work into a full-time job.
$2.50 an hour. For further
information call Paul Purkey,
564-2767.

UCAIR, Secretary-Treas.
Jesse Malm
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Over a period of the last
ten days several incidents
have occurred that should be
of
brought to the
population.
U.C.
the
In the Millberry Union
garage, area one woman has
been raped and robbed, one
raped and another assaulted
in an attempted robbery.
The camptfs and city police
are both investigating these
crimes. Until further notice
there will be a guard at the
bottom of the Irving Street
elevator while the Union is.
open.
All employees, particularly
females, should be alert at
the elevators and stairways,
and when leaving in the evening, should leave in groups
and try to use the front Parnassus exit whenever possible.

1900-1°th Av«nw«

564-5900
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BURGER BOY

3 Hamburgers 1.20
• I 3 Cheeseburgers "| 4Q 1
|
| 3 Shakes IQQ
Fries 25°

1015 Irving St. Open 11:30 am 9:00 pm
WE DELIVER Phone 566-4722
#

3 - item lunch 99-

closed Monday

Attention Skiers and Snow Bunnies.
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Stay at Tahoe Pine Lodge on Highway 89
South. Motel units, housekeeping cottages
heated and winterized. Ski packages available. Five minutes to Homewood and Tahoe
Ski Bow, twenty minutes to Squaw and Alpine
Meadows. Rates and accomodations on request. Write Box 47, Tahoma, Calif., 95733 or
call 916-525-7837.
Bankamericard, Master Charge, American Express

All burners are deluxe with h'ttuce-tomato-mayonnaise-pickle &
onion -All shakes are rich, creamy full 16 oz.
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BURGER BOY
1309 9th Aye. ( near Irving)
Hours 11 a.m.
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to 9 p.m. Daily
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Sunday 12 Nto 7 p.m.
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